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Abstract
We present a simulation study of the ratio of W + jets to Z + jets in pp collisions at√
s = 10 TeV and demonstrate the feasibility of measurements of the ratio up to four
inclusive jets with O(100) pb−1 of early CMS data at the LHC. These measurements
allow early understanding of W + jets and Z + jets production at the LHC, since sev-
eral detector effects and theoretical uncertainties cancel out in the ratio. They also
provide a means of implementing a data-driven normalization of the W + jets and




Important Standard Model (SM) and new physics (NP) processes at the LHC are expected to
produce final states with a vector boson (VB = W,Z) and multiple jets. The VB + jets associ-
ated production has been used at the Tevatron both as a stringent test of perturbative QCD
predictions and as a means to an accurate description of backgrounds to NP [1–3]. VB + jets
production at the Tevatron is an important background to top quark production; at the LHC
(
√
s = 10 TeV) this connection is important in both directions, since W + jets production is
already significantly contaminated by top quark processes for ≥ 2 jets.
Within the SM the VB + n jets cross section is O(αns ). The VB + n jets over VB + (n + 1)
jets yield ratio (CVB) is then nearly constant as a function of n for pp¯
√
s = 630 GeV and pp¯√
s = 1.8 TeV both at the parton level and in data [4–7]. QCD1 predicts for the W+jets and
Z+jets very similar accompanying final states as one would naively expect, resulting in a dou-
ble ratio CW/CZ ≡ W + n jets/W + (n + 1) jetsZ + n jets/Z + (n + 1) jets consistent with 1, independent of jet multiplicity.
The purpose of this analysis is: i) to measure the double ratio at different jet multiplicities at pp√
s = 10 TeV and investigate to what extent the double ratio is in fact independent of jet mul-
tiplicity and ii) to provide a method of determining the W + jets absolute rate normalization in
the higher jet multiplicities, given the absolute rate of Z + jets events [9]. A strong dependence
of the double ratio on the number of jets could be an indication of NP [10].
In the double ratio, uncertainties that grow rapidly with n cancel [11], allowing us to contem-
plate performing this study at the startup of the LHC. The cancellation is predominantly due
to the correlation in the jet counting uncertainties in the numerator and denominator, indepen-
dent of the jet definition. Other systematics associated with the luminosity, parton distribution
functions, detector acceptance and efficiencies are also expected to substantially cancel.
We focus on the LHC startup and assume O(100) pb−1 of data collected with the CMS detec-
tor [12] at a centre-of-mass energy
√
s = 10 TeV. We use two independent jet definitions:
one based on calorimetry deposits (calo-jets) and one based on tracks (track-jets) to test the jet
counting with different detector effects and to allow sampling of different parts of the phase
space. We further validate the results with corrected calo-jets and particle flow jets (PF-jets) [13].
We present the simultaneous selection of W(→ `ν) + jets and Z(→ ``) + jets (` = e, µ).
2 The CMS detector
A detailed description of the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment can be found else-
where [12]. The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid, of 6 m
internal diameter. Within the field volume are the silicon pixel and strip tracker, the crystal
electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) and the brass-scintillator hadronic calorimeter (HCAL).
Muons are measured in gas chambers embedded in the iron return yoke. In addition to the
barrel and endcap detectors, CMS has extensive forward calorimetry.
CMS has a two-level trigger system. The Level-1 trigger, based on custom hardware, is de-
signed to reduce the collision rate of 40 MHz to approximately 100 kHz. The High Level Trig-
ger (HLT) employs a set of sophisticated software algorithms that analyze the complete event
information and further reduce the accepted event rate for permanent storage and analysis.
1Next-to-Leading Order QCD calculations are available for up to three (two) jets for W [4, 5, 7, 8] (Z [4, 5]).
2 4 Event reconstruction and selection
3 Signal and background samples
The W(→`ν) + n-jets events (` = e, µ) and Z(→``) + n-jets events (` = e, µ) are studied
with Monte Carlo simulation, using the MadGraph [14] event generator, based on a leading-
order calculation of the matrix element (ME). ME calculation is performed for final states with
at most four primary partons, requiring that the parton pT exceeds 10 GeV/c. PYTHIA [15]
is used for the parton shower, hadronization and the underlying event description. Parton
shower matching is applied to avoid double counting of emissions in overlapping phase space
regions. The MLM [16] matching algorithm with kT clustering is used with matching threshold
15 GeV/c. The lepton pair invariant mass is required to be m`` > 50 GeV/c2 at the generator
level. The CTEQ6L1 [17] parton distribution functions are used.
A large background component for this analysis comes from QCD multijet production. This
is studied using a sample of Monte Carlo events generated with PYTHIA. Using a filter that
selects electron and muon enriched multijet samples, the generation includes bb¯, cc¯ and decays
of long-lived light mesons as sources of muons and loosely isolated hadrons or jets with an
increased electromagnetic fraction as a source of electrons. The filter also requires an outgoing
partonwith pT > 20 GeV/c. The Z(→τ+τ−) + n-jets andW(→τν) + n-jets events contribute
to the background and are generated as part of the full Z(→``) + n-jets and W(→`ν) + n-
jets (with ` = e, µ, τ) samples with MadGraph and PYTHIA, using the same phase space re-
quirements and parton shower matching settings as the signal. The tt¯ + jets and single top
backgrounds are generated withMadGraph interfaced with PYTHIAwith the associated parton
pT > 20 GeV/c and matching threshold 30 GeV/c. While for the electron channel the γ + jets
background is not considered it can be subtracted in an unbiased way as other studies also in-
dicate. Other potential backgrounds such as diboson production are not considered since they
are found to be negligible (cf also [18]).
4 Event reconstruction and selection
Throughout the analysis all the requirements are optimized on Monte Carlo simulation events,
taking into account the correlation among the variables. The analysis path is as follows: events
are filtered using an emulation of the CMS Level-1 trigger system (L1) and the offline high
level trigger (HLT). Event are then reconstructed and tracks, electrons, muons, and significant
energy deposits in the calorimeters are identified. The VB candidates are formed from lepton
candidates in the event. Jets are formed and the events are streamed in datasets according to
the n inclusive jet multiplicity (≥ n). An extended and unbinned maximum likelihood (ML)
fit is used to determine the signal yield for each jet multiplicity and the fit results are used to
measure the double ratio.
4.1 Trigger selection
The events are selected by the CMS Level-1 (L1, as emulated in the simulation) and High-Level
(HLT) single electron and muon triggers with no requirement on the lepton isolation. The trig-
ger pT thresholds are those determined in CMS for low luminosity running (L = 1032 cm−2 s−1).
The trigger paths used for both the W and Z selection are the HLT single ’non-isolated’ muon
and electron with thresholds 15 GeV/c and L1 thresholds 12 GeV/c and 10 GeV/c for electrons
and muons respectively.
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4.2 Lepton reconstruction and VB selection
Muons are reconstructed using an algorithm that combines the information from the muon
chambers and the silicon tracker [19], and muon isolation is imposed by considering a cone
around the muon defined as ∆R =
√
∆η2 + ∆φ2 ≤ Rcone = 0.35 and requiring that the
sum of the pT of the tracks in the cone, excluding the muon track, be less than 13% of the
muon transverse momentum. Additional calorimetric isolation criteria (both in the electro-
magnetic calorimeter and hadronic calorimeter) are used to suppress the multijet background
contribution. Electron identification is based on a standard set of criteria including various
track-matching and shower shape variables in the electromagnetic calorimeter barrel and end-
cap regions. In addition, a tracking electron isolation criterion is applied by requiring the sum
of the pT of the tracks compatible with the electron vertex and pT > 1.5 GeV/c around the elec-
tron candidate track in a cone of size Rcone = 0.4 to be less than 3% of the electron candidate
momentum. Tight calorimetric isolation criteria (both in the electromagnetic calorimeter and
hadronic calorimeter) are used to suppress the multijet background contribution from jets fak-
ing electrons. Events are retained if at least one isolated lepton with pT > 20 GeV/c (referred
to as the first leg) is reconstructed.
The selected events populate the W+jets sample. If a second reconstructed same flavor lep-
ton with pT > 10 GeV/ c is found that forms an invariant mass in the range (60 < m`` <
110) GeV/c2 with the first leg, it is referred to as the second leg and the event is moved to the
Z + jets sample. We require the selected events not to have additional same flavor leptons pass-
ing the tight first leg selection, removing background events with multiple candidates. While
the Z sample is pure and characterized by the invariant mass m`` [9], the W sample is largely
polluted by multijet backgrounds not containing a real W boson, as well as t→Wb decays.





where p`T is the lepton pT, p
ν
T is represented by the transverse calorimetric energy imbalance
(MET) computed from the calorimeter depositions and φ`ν is the angle between the lepton
transverse momentum and the missing transverse momentum; we require MET > 15 GeV
and mT > 30(20) GeV/c2 in the electron (muon) case.
4.3 Jet clustering
The event selection proceeds with the counting of the associated jets in the event. The expecta-
tion (validated by the results presented here) is that any jet definition can be used to construct
the double ratio without altering the analysis strategy; the exception would be jets that are so
inclusive that the first few jet clusterings use up all the available phase space, as discussed in
reference [20].
We consider two scenarios based on the expected understanding of detector effects on the jet
clustering and jet counting: i) at the LHC startup we consider the calorimetric response as not
yet fully understood. In this scenario we use calo-jets and track-jets [21] reconstructed from
calorimeter deposits and tracks, respectively, using the Seedless Infrared Safe Cone (SISCone)
jet algorithm [22] with a cone size Rcone = 0.5 in the (η × φ) space. The two sets of jets probe
different parts of the phase space and are independent in terms of detector effects. ii) The
second scenario assumes enough understanding of the detector to allow fully corrected calo-
jets and PF-jets; this scenario would enable a quantitative direct comparison with parton-level
QCD predictions (as they become available).
Events are selected with one or more calo-jets (track-jets) within |η| < 3.0 (|η| < 2.4) and
pT > 30 GeV/c (pT > 15 GeV/c). Track-jets are reconstructed from tracks with |η| < 2.4
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consistent with the event primary vertex. PF-jets are clustered within |η| < 3 with best
performance within |η| < 2.4. The detailed description of particle flow jet reconstruction
at CMS can be found elsewhere [13]. The leptons from the VB candidate in the event are not
considered as jets.
In the double ratio, systematic errors due to the mapping from partons to jets, the parton distri-
bution functions, and other corrections substantially cancel [11]. Given the CMS high-precision
silicon tracker that offers a very good momentum resolution, track-jets (and eventually PF-jets)
can probe a part of the phase space where the calorimeter response is low and provide higher
statistics VB + jets samples, despite the limited η acceptance compared to calo-jets. Table 1 sum-
marizes the expected signal and background yields for Z(→ ee) + jets and W(→ eν) + jets and
Z(→ µµ)+jets and W(→ µν)+jets selection for calo-jet and track-jet counting for 100 pb−1 of
integrated luminosity. The quoted errors are statistical only, related to the size of the available
Monte Carlo datasets.
4.4 Signal yields
The detailed description of the extraction of the Z + jets signal events for each jet multiplicity
bin is given in a dedicated Z + jets study [9]. To determine the number of W + jets events for
each jet multiplicity bin, we perform a one-dimensional unbinned and extended ML fit to the
mT.
The W transverse mass mT discriminates between events with a real W (signal and top) from
the fake-W background events (dominated by multijets and other VB + jets events).
We discriminate between W + jets signal events and top events on the basis of an event heavy-
flavour (h f ) enrichment criterion. We split the selected sample into h f -enriched (top-like) and
h f -depleted (W+jets, signal-like) sub-samples. The simple longitudinal and transverse event
impact parameters Devtz and Devtxy , defined as the event’s largest jet impact parameters, and
computed using CMS standard impact parameter algorithms on the tracks matched to a jet, are
used as an elementary yet reliable heavy-flavour enrichment measures.
Jets originating from light quarks (h f quarks) have small (large) impact parameter values. In
the case of W(→ µν) + jets the h f -depleted (i.e., signal-enriched) sub-sample is defined requir-
ingDevtz < 100 µmandDevtxy < 100 µm for both calo-jets and track-jets. In the case ofW(→ eν)+
jets we require Devtxy < 180 µm and Devtz < 180 µm (Devtxy < 80 µm and Devtz < 80 µm) for calo-
jets (track-jets)2. The breakdown of the signal and background events into the h f -enriched and
h f -depleted datasets is encoded in a discrete variable θh f , set to one (zero) if the event belongs
to the h f -enriched (h f -depleted) dataset. We then perform a fit on the transverse mass simul-
taneously in the h f -enriched (top and heavy-flavour multijets) and h f -depleted (W and light
flavour multijets) sub-samples.
The likelihood used for the fit is written as a function of θh f and mT:
LW = e
−(NS+NB+Nt)
(NS + NB + Nt)!
∏
i
{[eS · NS · PS(miT) +
eB · NB · PB(miT) + et · Nt · Pt(miT)](1− θh f ) +
[(1− eS) · NS · PS(miT) + (1− eB) · NB · PB(miT) +
(1− et) · Nt · Pt(miT)]θh f } , (1)
2The definition of the h f -enriched and a h f -depleted subsamples has been optimized with Monte Carlo pseudo-
experiments minimizing the statistical error onW + ≥3 jets.



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6 4 Event reconstruction and selection
where eX is the fraction of events for each component (Signal, Background, and top) belonging
to the h f -depleted (signal enriched) subsample.
The value of eB is determined in the fit together with the three yields NS, NB, and Nt, since the
shape of mT allows one to disentangle this component from the rest in both the h f -enriched
and h f -depleted samples. The efficiencies eS and et are inputs to the fit which could be taken
from Monte Carlo simulation. Much preferred is a fully data-driven method, measuring these
efficiencies with data for the top and signal components. This requires the development of
appropriate data control samples, as described below.
4.4.1 Data-driven extraction of eS and et
A tt¯ control sample is selected using the same trigger, Z veto and muon pT requirements as the
W(µν) + jets signal selection. To isolate events coming from heavy flavour production, the im-
pact parameter requirement of the W candidate muon is reversed. To better represent the top-
like multijet topology we require ≥ 4 calo-jets. The sample contains a mixture of heavy flavour
jets and jets from initial and final state radiation as well as top events. The event transverse
and longitudinal impact parameter distributions are shown in Figure 1. Owing to the small
dependence of the impact parameter variables on the inclusive jet multiplicity in tt¯ events, the
agreement with the control sample persists as a function of jet multiplicity for up to ≥ 4 calo-
jets and track-jets. Thus the correct et input to the fit can be extracted directly from the control
sample. The et as extracted from this control sample agrees to within 1% with the one deter-
mined from the tt¯ Monte Carlo simulation. We use the Z(→ ``)+jets candle data sample [9] to
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Figure 1: Event transverse (left) and longitudinal (right) impact parameter distributions in the
tt¯ (dots) and heavy-flavour enriched (triangles) data control sample. The distributions are nor-
malized to unitary area while the error bars correspond to 100 pb−1. The same agreement is
found for higher calo- and track-jet multiplicities.
model Devtxy , Devtz and measure eS for the signal W(`ν)+jets events directly in the data. W and
Z production result in nearly identical final state topologies with respect to the Devtxy and Devtz
variables, as shown in Figure 2, for example, in the muon channel with track-jet counting. W
and Z production also exhibit nearly identical mixtures of heavy-flavour jets and light flavours
frommultijet associated production. Hence the pure Z + jets candle sample provides the ideal
control sample for extracting eS. The value of eS as extracted from the candle control sample
agrees to within 1% with the one determined from the W + jets Monte Carlo simulation.
4.4.2 Sophisticated b-tagging techniques
Use of the sophisticated b-jet tagging algorithms developed in CMS could produce a signal-
enriched sub-sample with further reduced top background contribution, compared to what is
obtained with the more primitive transverse and longitudinal jet impact parameters described
above. Past experience at the Tevatron indicates that it takes time to understand a complex
4.4 Signal yields 7
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Figure 2: Event transverse (left) and longitudinal (right) impact parameter distributions in the
Z + jets candle data sample and the signal W + jets sample. The distributions are normalized
to unitary area while the error bars correspond to 100 pb−1. The same agreement is found for
higher calo- and track-jet multiplicities.
tracking system in a hadronic environment to the level required to master very sophisticated
b-tagging algorithms. In addition B hadron production and decay models need to be improved
and tuned with first LHC results. To study and compare the results in a mature data-taking
era we do repeat the full analysis strategy using one of the CMS developed b-tagging methods.
We replace the Devtxy and Devtz variables with an event variable defined as the maximum value
of the output of a CMS b-tagger for all the considered jets. This new event variable is the
3D impact parameter significance constructed using a multivariate combination of the track’s
longitudinal and transverse impact parameters and their resolutions (MVAevt3D , [23]). We again
optimize the selection of the b-tagger output as in the nominal analysis to define the b-enriched
and b-depleted subsamples.
4.4.3 Signal and background parameterizations
The signal distribution of the dilepton invariant mass is described by a Gaussian-like function
with asymmetric widths and non-Gaussian tails:
f (x;m, σL, σR, αL, αR) = Ns · e−
(x−m)2
2σ2+α(x−m)2 , (2)
where σ = σL(σR) for x < m(x > m) and α = αL(αR) for x < m(x > m). The background
probability density function (PDF) is expected to be well modelled by either an exponential or
a second-order polynomial as described in reference [9]. In the W + jets mT fit a hybrid Crystal
Ball function is used to describe the transverse mass distribution that incorporates the function
of Equation (2) for the description of the left tail as follows:
fCC(x; αCr, αCB, n,m, σ) = N ·

exp− (x−m)22σ2+αCr(x−m)2 for x−m < 0
exp(− (x−m)22σ2 ), for x−m ≥ 0 and x−mσ > −αCB
















|αCB| − |αCB| . (4)
The same values of σ and m are used in the two branches of Equation (3) hence the PDF is
described by five independent parameters.
8 4 Event reconstruction and selection
In the W + jets fit we distinguish the top background component (tt¯ and single top) from the
other backgrounds, which are dominated by the multijet contribution. In both cases the mT
distribution is well described using the same function for the signal component. We verify that
the top distributions become almost identical to the signal when at least three jets are found.
The mT line-shape of the signal and the top events can be studied using the Z + jets candle
data sample. By ignoring one of the two leptons in the final states we compute mZT as in a
W + jets event and derive the corrections to apply to the W + jets and top Monte Carlo events.
The line-shape of the fit variable for the multijet background is studied in the ’anti-muon’ and
’anti-electron’ multijet control samples. These are obtained by inverting the tracking muon
isolation requirement and muon transverse impact parameter in the muon-enriched multijet
sample, and all the electron isolation criteria and electron transverse impact parameter in the
electron-enriched multijet sample. The rest of the W + jets selection path is kept unaltered.
The mT distribution for the multijet background is shown in Figure 3 for the events selected
by the analysis and those in the anti-lepton control samples. The anti-lepton sample provides
the control data sample for the validation of the analytical function describing the multijet
background in the fit.
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Figure 3: The transverse massmT distribution with muons (left) and electrons (right) in the lep-
ton enriched multijet sample (points) and the control ’anti-lepton’ multijet sample (histogram).
4.4.4 Fit results and tests
By performing a set of pseudo-experiments for each jet multiplicity, we estimate the expected
statistical error on the signal yield for 100 pb−1. The fits are performed onMonte Carlo samples
generated from the distributions obtained from the full simulation. This allows one to perform
the fit with unweighted events and to properly compute the statistical error of the fit result.
These Monte Carlo tests demonstrate that the ML fits (for W + jets and Z + jets and for any jet
multiplicity) are unbiased and that the 68% confidence interval computed using the likelihood
ratio correctly covers the true number of events.
We perform another set of pseudo-experiments to estimate any bias induced on the fit by using
exactly the same PDF for the W + jets signal and the top background component including the
single top. We observe a large bias on the yield of the top events with no appreciable effect on
the W + jets signal yields. This indicates a cross-feed of events between the multijet and top
background components that has no impact on the results of this study. Figures 4 and 5 show
the result of the mT fit for the muon+jets and electron+jets final states with track-jet counting.
The corresponding fit results of the Z+jets m`` ML fit are similar to the ones presented in [9].
4.5 The W + ≥ n jets to Z + ≥ n jets ratio 9
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Figure 4: Projection of the likelihood at maximum on mT for W(→ eν) + ≥ 1 track-jets
(top left), W(→ eν) + ≥ 2 track-jets (top right), W(→ eν) + ≥ 3 track-jets (bottom
left), and W(→ eν) + ≥ 4 track-jets (bottom right). The ’data’ sample corresponding to
100 pb−1 statistics is overlaid. The error bars correspond to the expected precision. The dashed
line represents the top background and the dotted line the other background contributions.
4.5 TheW + ≥ n jets to Z + ≥ n jets ratio
With the ML fit to the four different jet multiplicity samples we measure the yields of Z + n and
W + n jets as a function of jet multiplicity. Defining CVB as the VB + n jets to VB+ (n + 1)
jets yield ratio, we expect CVB to be independent of n, within errors. Under the assumption that
CVB is a constant, the ratio of inclusive VB + n jets (≥ n jets ) to inclusive VB + (n + 1) jets
(≥ n + 1) is identical to the ratio of exclusive VB + n jets (= n) to exclusive VB + (n + 1) jets
(=n + 1). Thus physically CVB represents the cost of adding an extra jet to VB + n jet pro-
duction at some fixed order in αs. The extracted value of CVB depends on the jet definition:
e.g., increasing the jet pT threshold for a fixed cone size increases CVB, while decreasing the
cone size for a fixed jet pT threshold also increases CVB. Indeed, the difference in the CVB
values extracted from the calo-jet counting versus track-jet counting is largely due to the fact
that track-jets probe a lower pT region of the phase space. By using both track-jets and calo-jets
counting, the prediction of a constant CVB can be verified in different regions of the phase space
and using independent detector elements. Additionally, by using corrected calo-jets or PF-jets
a detailed quantitative comparison with the parton-level QCD predictions could eventually be
made.
The fit of the measured yields to an exponential, shown in Figure 6 for the electron and muon
channels with track-jet and calo-jet counting, confirms the validity of the constant ratio and
double ratio assumption returning fit probabilities between 65% and 99%. Here the errors
reflect the expected statistical precision on data, as estimated from pseudo-experiment Monte
Carlo tests without taking into account the statistical correlation between the successive bins.
We expect a similar picture to emerge from the first LHC data.
10 4 Event reconstruction and selection
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Figure 5: Projection of the likelihood at maximum on mT for W(→ µν) + ≥ 1 track-jets
(top left), W(→ µν) + ≥ 2 track-jets (top right), W(→ µν) + ≥ 3 track-jets (bottom
left), and W(→ µν) + ≥ 4 track-jets (bottom right). The ’data’ sample corresponding to
100 pb−1 statistics is overlaid. The error bars correspond to the expected precision. The dashed
line represents the top background and the dotted line the other background contributions.
The value of CVB for calo-jets corresponds to the value obtained for generator-level jets, in the
same rapidity range, for pT threshold ∼60 GeV/c in agreement with the expected calorimeter
response [9]. With understood data, the slopes and double ratios as extracted from corrected
calo-jets and PF-jets could be directly compared to QCD predictions, represented here by the
generator-level jets from leading order QCD Monte Carlo with jet-parton matching. We vali-
date that this is the case taking (as an example in the electron channel) 60 GeV/c pT threshold
for both corrected calo-jets and PF-jets. The results are shown in Figure 7 and Table 2. The
table includes also the values of the CVB’s corrected for the selection efficiency within each jet
multiplicity bin (denoted C′VB’s). We find that CVB is constant for all types of jet counting and
for both the W + jets electron selection and Z + jets dielectron selection. Further we find that
the double ratio CW/CZ ≡ W + n jets / W + (n + 1) jetsZ + n jets / Z + ( n + 1) jets is consistent with 1 within the precision
obtained independent of the jet definition. The corresponding results in the muon channel
for nominal calo-jet and track-jet counting are shown in Table 3. In Figure 8 the ratio of the
yields as a function of inclusive track-jet multiplicity is shown in the muon channel with (’Eff.
corrected’) and without (’Raw yields’) the selection efficiency correction within each jet mul-
tiplicity bin. In all cases the jet counting is inclusive (≥ n) resulting in a statistical correlation
between the successive bins. The efficiency dependence on the jet multiplicity cancels out
in the ratio of the slopes for W + jets and Z + jets. As shown in the tables, the ratios of the
slopes are compatible with 1 within errors, for both electron and muon final states. In partic-
ular, the track-jet selection yields a high statistics sample that shows the overall consistency of
the analysis with relatively high precision. This demonstrates that detector effects related to
the event selection (both the leptonic selection and the associated jet selection) as well as any
interference of the two due to detector or reconstruction effects (e.g. MET and isolation criteria)
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Figure 6: The (dN/dnjet) distributions and exponential fit for W(→ µν) + jets and Z(→
µµ) + jets (left) and W(→ eν) + jets and Z(→ ee) + jets (right) and W(→ µν) + jets and
Z(→ µµ) + jets (right) for track-jet counting (top) and calo-jet counting (bottom). The resulting
constant CVB ratio values of Z + n jets to Z + (n + 1) jets and W + n jets to W + (n + 1)
summarized in Table 2 for electron final states and Table 3 for muon final states, are also shown.
calo-jet track-jet calocor − jet PF-jet
CW 7.5±0.4 5.8±0.1 7.1±0.3 7.0±0.3
CZ 7.2±0.4 5.6±0.2 6.9±0.4 7.0±0.4
CW/CZ 1.04±0.08 1.04±0.04 1.03±0.07 1.01±0.08
C′W 6.9±0.3 5.5±0.1 6.6±0.3 6.5± 0.3
C′Z 7.05±0.4 5.4±0.2 6.7±0.4 6.9±0.4
C′W/C
′
Z 0.98±0.07 1.01±0.04 0.98±0.07 0.95±0.07
Table 2: CVB ratios and CW/CZ double ratios in the electron channel for calo-(uncorrected 30
GeV/c), track-(15 GeV/c), corrected calo-(60 GeV/c) and PF-(60 GeV/c) jet counting. The C′VB
values are computed taking into account the selection efficiency within each multiplicity bin.
Within the precision achieved the ratios and double ratios are consistent with expectations.
mostly cancel out in the W + jets to Z + jets ratio. Projecting on 100 pb−1 of well-understood
data beyond the startup we performed the analysis using one of the sophisticated b-tagging
CMS algorithms in the case of the electron channel. We find a constant double ratio and an
improvement on the uncertainty of the directly measured W+3(4) jets yields of 20(30)%.
4.6 Prediction ofW + ≥ 3,4-jets
Assuming that we find a constant ratio in the data, we would use the VB + ≥ 1 jet and
VB + ≥ 2 jet yields to predict the yields for higher jet multiplicities. These yields would
then be used to perform a test of the SM, and to provide a data-based estimate of the VB+jets
backgrounds to other SMprocesses aswell as searches for new physics. The results expected for
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Figure 7: The (dN/dnjet) distributions and exponential fit forW(→ eν) + jets (left) using PF-jets
and (right) corrected jets. The resulting constant CVB ratio values of Z + n jets to Z + (n + 1)











Table 3: CVB ratios and CW/CZ double ratios in the muon channel for nominal calo-jet and
track-jet counting. The C′VB values are computed taking into account the selection efficiency
within each multiplicity bin. Within the precision achieved the ratios and double ratios are
consistent with expectations.
respectively. Figure 9 illustrates two sets of comparisons based on Tables 4 and 5. The results
shown use as inputs: i) the W + ≥ 1 jet and W + ≥ 2 jet yields, ii) the value of the ratio
CZ defined earlier which is obtained from the tight selection of the Z + jets, and iii) the value of
the ratio r = N(W + ≥1 jet)N(Z + ≥1 jet) . As shown in the table, the uncertainty on W + ≥ n jets from the
prediction is better than the direct measurement, and the contributions of systematic errors are
largely suppressed.
5 Conclusions
We have presented a simulation study of the W + n jets over Z + n jets ratio for n ≥ 1
at
√
s = 10 TeV at the Compact Muon Solenoid with 100 pb−1 of data. In the ratio, sys-
tematic uncertainties that grow rapidly with n, being dominated by uncertainties in the iden-
tification of jets and the jet energy scale, cancel, making this study viable at the LHC startup.
The cancellation of systematic uncertainties is predominantly due to the correlation in the jet
counting uncertainties in the numerator and denominator. Other systematic uncertainties asso-
ciated with the luminosity, parton distribution functions, detector acceptance and efficiencies,
are also expected to substantially cancel ; this allows both a greater sensitivity to new physics
contributions in these channels and an accurate means of prediction for the VB+ n jets back-
grounds to SM processes as well as NP searches. As an example we present the prediction of
the W + ≥ 3, 4 jets yields. Given the large contribution of top quark related processes for
≥ 3, 4 jets, the ratio could also provide additional understanding of top-related measurements
13
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Figure 8: Ratio of W(→ µν) + jets event yields to Z(→ µµ) + jets event yields as a function
of track-jet multiplicity; the result is also shown corrected for the efficiency within each jet
multiplicity bin. Similar results are obtained for other jet definitions both in the electron and
muon final states.
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Figure 9: Comparison between the expected number of selected W + ≥3 calo-jets (left) and
W + ≥4 track-jets (right) in 100 pb−1 and the prediction based on the yields with lower jet
multiplicities and the Z + jets slope, CZ, as measured in this analysis.
at the LHC startup.
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